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Rehabilitation & Conditioning
In The Best City In The World

INTRO
CHANGING THE FACE OF LONG TERM REHABILITATION IN ELITE PROFESSIONAL
FOOTBALL, PROVIDING FOOTBALLERS WITH AN OPPORTUNITY TO RECEIVE
HIGH-QUALITY, FOOTBALL-SPECIFIC, TREATMENT, REHABILITATION &
CONDITIONING IN THE BEST CITY IN THE WORLD.
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SERVICES
LPG TREATMENT
It is a natural non-pain treatment that can give you a dramatc improvement
in your hips, thighs, hamstrings and calves. It increase ﬂexibility and muscle
stﬀness dramatcally. The deep massaging acton increases circulaton of
both blood and lymphatc by 200% and helps expel toxins and any abnormal
ﬂuid build-up.

ALTITUDE CHAMBER
Dubai has a range of high class facilites that are available to us at request, one of which
being one of only two purpose built alttude chambers in Dubai, enabling us to
incorporate alttude spin sessions within the programme for players. This was used to
great use in our ‘Don’t Be Rusty Be Ready’ oﬀ-season performance camps this summer
with over 25 professional players from the UK passing through for spin sessions in the
chamber.

FUNCTIONAL REHAB (FIELD/SAND BASED)
Functonal rehabilitaton is also something we can oﬀer here at CB Performance DXB. We
have high quality grass pitches, and sand areas that can be used to complete return to
play and functonal drills. These are all in close proximity to our treatment space allowing
us to provide a smooth, hassle free service from treatment room to functonal
conditoning session.

LYXURY ACCOMENDATION
Dubai has an extensive range of ﬁve star hotels, which we have developed great
relatonships with. We pride ourselves on oﬀering a luxurious service, where we help
organise players accommodaton, or facilitate transport to and from alternatve hotels
should that be required.

INJURY ASSESSMENT/TREATMENT
Having an onsite private treatment space we can accurately assess
and treat injuries for players in a quiet, secluded area. This allows us
to focus on the ﬁner details of the injury and give adequate tme to
manual treatments. We are also fully equipped with the use of Game
Ready, Compex & Recovery Pumps to supplement the rehabilitaton
and treatment administered which enables us to mirror the
procedures in an elite club environment.

GYM BASED REHABILITATION (INDOOR & OUTDOOR)
We have access to a number of gym based facilites local to the most popular
accommodaton areas for players. Depending on where your player is located, we
can arrange for the use of these facilites to ensure a hassle free service is
provided. Equipment within these gym spaces includes: functonal gym space;
lifing platiorms; leg press machines, glut/hamstring raise; and cardiovascular
equipment that would mirror that of a Premier League/Championship standard
rehabilitaton space.
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PARTNERS
Located in Dubai’s Iconic Lamborghini Headquarters is The EMBODY Luxury Private Gym. It is the largest of
its kind and provides the best physical training facilites to enable our team to oﬀer the service of the
highest quality possible for our clients.

No other brand has a more distnguished history and stronger connecton with sport than
adidas, Therefor it feels nothing but right to partner up and use their product when it
comes to achieve greatness and reach goals.

Contemporary, modern and elegantly understated, the Mövenpick Hotel Jumeirah Lakes Towers is based in
one of the most dynamic locatons in Dubai. So when it comes to provide the best facilites and service for
your stay in Dubai, Mövenpick Hotel JLT is the obvious choice.

BEST, because we are BEST at what we do and that is to make you feel completely
rejuvenated afer a relaxing massage. We are extremely proud of our team of carefully
selected qualiﬁed and professional trained masseuses and masseurs from Thailand who will
tranquilize you with their special technique in the unique art of Thai Therapy and LPG
treatments which has become the most sought afer and popular SPA Treatments worldwide
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Dubai as location
As one of the busiest travel hub in the world, The airport serves 90 airlines ﬂying to more than 240
destnatons across six contnents, that makes Dubai one of the most accessible destnatons in the world.
When it comes to actvites on your day oﬀ from hard training, there is no beter place. You got desert
safaris, luxurious spa breaks, relaxing day cruises, Arabian culture, high-octane skydives, Golf courses of
the highest standard and exhilaratng water park rides — just some of the experiences Dubai has to oﬀer.
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